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High spectral resolution Iidar(HSRL) is an effective
aerosol density, and
method for measuring visibility,
temperature. The HSRL using the atomic vapor blocking filter
was proposed and evaluated by Shimizu et aI.(1 -21, and the
merit of the use of the atomic filter was shown. The atomic
filter has very large rejection ratio, and its band width can
be changed by varying the operational temperature.
is easy to use as a high
Futhermore, the atomic filter
resolution optical component because the spectral character
does not depends on the incident beam ang1e.
Figure 1 shows the absorption lines of the cesium vapor
at 388.865 nm measured by a narrow band dye laser pumped by a
XeCI excimer laser. The structure seen in Fig.1 is due to
in the'ground state. The spectral
the spin splitting
bandwidth of the laser was 1.5 GHz, and the wavelength was
scanned by the pressure tuning. The dependence of the
transmission on the operational temperature is shown in
Fig.1 .
We develope a method to obtain the t"lie/Rayleigh
scattering ratio and the atomospheric temperature using a
Iaser with a intermediate bandwidth(tu1.5GH2) and a cesium
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the HSRL
vapor filter.
system. A smalI portion of the transmitted laser beam is
taken as the reference light, The receivj-ng optics consists
of a single cesiur,n vapor cell and a photomultiplier tube"
The scattered light and the reference Iight are detected
after transmitting through the cesium vapor celI. The
measured spectrum of the scattered light is analyzed by the
deconvolution method, as described below, using the reference
spectrum.
Let the normalized spegtrum of the laser be L(v), the
spectrum of the light gcattepd by aerosols and molecules can
be written as
a

M' (v)= J M( v' )1,(

(1)
v'-v)dv',
R' (vl= J *(v' )L(v'-v)dv'.
Meanwhile, the transmission spectrum of the cesium filter
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measured by the laser can be written as

T' (vl= J r( v' )t (v'-v)d v

(2t

.

Where T( v) is the real transmission spectrum of the celI.
Therefore, the recorded spectrum of the scattered light,
I(v), observed through the filter by scanning the Iaser can
be expressed by the following equation.
(3)
r(v)= 5t(v' )[c*M' (v'-v) + crR'(v'-v)ldv'
= J J r( v' ) [cmM(v ")L(v "-v'+v)
+ crR(v" )L(vt'-v t +v) ldv tdv"
= 5 T'(v') [CmM(v'-v) + crR(v'-v) ]dv'
Where C- and C- represent the coefficients for Mie and
Rayleigh^'icatterLng. It can be seen from Eq.(l) that v/e can
obtain the spectrum of the scattered light from I(v) if only
measgred by the same
we know the spectrum of the filter
laser, T'( v), which is identical with the reference spectrum.
Figure 3 shows the recorded spectra of the reference
Iight and the signal light scattered at the height of i B0m.
The operational temperature of the cesium filter is 460K. The
abcissa of Fig.3 is the laser f requency rneasured f rom the
Iine center of the cesium vapor filter.
The l4ie/Rayleigh
ratio,
1.57
was
obtained
from
the
data shown in
scattering
method
the'theoretical
by
least
using
Fig.3
the
sguare
spectra of the Ittie and Rayleigh scattering and assuming the
atmospheric temperature. If the spetrum 1s recorded with the
higher signal-to-noise ratio, the temperature also can be
determined from the least sguare fitting.
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Recorded signal intensity as a function of
the laser frquency.
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